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A:Match the pictures with the following sentences(1) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

         …………………            …………………          …………………             ………………..  

 

 

1.A book in which you record your thoughts or feelings or what has happened every day. 

2. Try to avoid foods that contain a lot of fat. 

3.We have to take care of elderly people. 

4.He couldn't figure out what his mother was talking about. 

B.Fill in the blanks with the words given . One word is extra .(2) 
 

 

5. IT……………..Information Technology. . 

6.Students show their ………………for the teacher by not talking.  

7. Dr. Gharib was known as a.........................university professor 

8.This school was……………..30 years ago in Ahvaz.  

C.Match the definitions with the words (2) 
9. To be grateful for                                                     a.in a quiet way 

10.calmly                                                                      b.to suddenly decide to do something 

11.jump into                                                                  c. have something inside 

12.contain                                                                     d. appreciate 

D. fill in the blanks with  collocations  . (1) 
13.Tina sits ……..the sofa and watches TV all he time.          

14.Dr. Gharib spared  no ……  to cure sick  children..  

E.Odd one out . (1) 
15.a)  famous       b)distinguished            c)physician                 d) well-known  

16. a) useful          b)helpful                     c)effective                   d)confusing 

F.Choose the best answer . (3) 
17.Camera ………………..by scientists many years ago.  

a)invented                    b) were invented              c ) was invented              d) invent 

18.That book is  expensive,……….I can't buy it.  

a) so               b) but               c ) or              d ) and  

19.Zahra never  says a word, ……………… ?  

founded– compiled – distinguished – stand for – respect 

 

 
  

 



a) isn’t  she             b) does she       c) doesn't she              d) did she 

20.That is the house  in ………..we lived for ten years. 

a) where              b)  whom             c) who               d) which 

21. I have two parrots. They ……………..in the cage. 

a) kept                 b) were kept         c) are kept              d) is kept 

22. You should clean your room ,...................you should wash the dishes. 

a) so           b)but             c)and              d)or 

G. complete the sentences with the correct form of verb.(1) 
25. Persian language ………………………in Iran , Afghanistan , and Tajikistan. ( to speak ) 

26. Hafez …………………..sometime between the year 1310 and 1337 A.D. ( to bear ) 

H.complete the following sentence . (who – which – whom  )(1) 
25.horse is an animal....................................... 

. 

I.Put the words in the correct order. (2) 
27.Reza / the  exam / a lot / studied / he /pass/but/ can’t . 

…………………………………………………………….. 

28.by the police/ last week/ the robber/ was found . 

……………………………………………………………. 

J.Attack these words to figure out their meanings. . (1) 
29.unchangeable :   ……………………. ,  ……………………  

30.unfortunately :    ……………………. , ……………………  

K.Complete the sentences .(1)  
31.Your uncle .................... the house every year, doesn’t he?(paint) 

32.Tina forgot to feed the chickens,…………….? 

M.Readings comprehension. (4) 
A.Read the passage and choose the best answers. 

How to use a dictionary 

A dictionary is a very important tool for anyone who is  learning a new language.With  a good one  you can do 

the following ;you can look up the meaning of an English word  you see or  hear;to find a word  quickly,you 

need to know the English alphabet perfectly.For words with more than one meaning you should  choose  one  

makes more  sense in the context; checking the  spelling and pronunciation are others facilities that  a dictionary 

offers..Also to check the plural of a noun , part of speech , or past tense  of a verb, a dictionary is 

helpful.Likewise , adictionary provides readers with synonym or antonym,collocations, and grammatical 

information  about a word too.In sum,learning a new language is fun by  the use of a dictionary. 

37.What is a dictionary?.  

38.What can we check in a dictionary? 

39."one" in line "1" refers to…..  .    a) language       b)tool          c) meaning            d)dictionary 

40) which one is closest meaning to " look up " in line "2"? 

a)listen            b)search for                  c)write            d) figure ou  

B.True or False 
41.Dictionary offers only one meaning for a word..                                   True ☐        False☐ 

42.An important tool for learning  a language is a dictionary..                    True☐   False☐ 
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A:Match the pictures with the following sentences(1) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

       …(3)……                          .....(2).......                          …(1)…                           …(4)…..  

 

 

1.A book in which you record your thoughts or feelings or what has happened every day. 

2. Try to avoid foods that contain a lot of fat. 

3.We have to take care of elderly people. 

4.He couldn't figure out what his mother was talking about. 

B.Fill in the blanks with the words given . One word is extra .(2) 
 

 

5. IT…stand for…..Information Technology. . 

6.Students show their …respect ……for the teacher by not talking.  

7. 5-Dr. Gharib was known as a......distinguished ......university professor 

8.This school was…founded..30 years ago in Ahvaz.  

C.Match the definitions with the words (2) 

9. To be grateful for (d)                                                a.in a quiet way 

10.calmly      (a)                                                   b.to suddenly decide to do something 

11.jump into  (b)                                                        c. have something inside 

12.contain        (c)                                                 d. appreciate 

D. fill in the blanks with  collocations  . (1) 

13.Tina sits …on...the sofa and watches TV all he time.          

14.Dr. Gharib spared  no …pains..  to cure sick  children..  

E.Odd one out . (1) 

15.a)  famous       b)distinguished            c)physician                 d) well-known  

16. a) useful          b)helpful                     c)effective                    d)confusing 

F.Choose the best answer . (3) 
17.Camera ………………..by scientists many years ago.  

a)invented                    b) were invented              c ) was invented              d) invent 

18.That book is  expensive,……….I can't buy it.  

a) so               b) but               c ) or              d ) and  

19.Zahra never  says a word, ……………… ?  

a) isn’t  she             b) does she       c) doesn't she              d) did she 

20.That is the house  in ………..we lived for ten years. 

a) where              b)  whom             c) who               d) which 

21. I have two parrots. They ……………..in the cage. 

a) kept                 b) were kept         c) are kept              d) is kept 

22. You should clean your room ,...................you should wash the dishes. 

a) so           b)but             c)and              d)or 

founded– compiled – shares – stand for – respect 

 

  
 

 



G. complete the sentences with the correct form of verb.(1) 

25. Persian language …is spoken……in Iran , Afghanistan , and Tajikistan. ( to speak ) 

26. Hafez …was born…..sometime between the year 1310 and 1337 A.D. ( to bear ) 

H.complete the following sentence . (who – which – whom  )(1) 

25.horse is an animal.....which runs fast.(can run fast) 

I.Put the words in the correct order. (2) 
27.Reza / the  exam / a lot / studied / he /pass/but/ can’t . 

Reza studied a lot but he can’t pass the exam. 
28.by the police/ last week/ the robber/ was found . 

The robber was found by the police last week. 

J.Attack these words to figure out their meanings. . (1) 

29.unchangeable :   …changeable…. ,  …change…  

30.unfortunately :    …fortunately…. , …fortunate…  

K.Complete the sentences .(1)  

31.Your uncle ....paints.... the house every year, doesn’t he? 

32.Tina forgot to feed the chickens,..didn’t she….? 

M.Readings comprehension. (4) 
A.Read the passage and choose the best answers. 

How to use a dictionary 

1(A dictionary is a very important tool for anyone who is  learning a new language.)1With  a good one  you can 

do the following ;you can look up the meaning of an English word  you see or  hear;to find a word  quickly,you 

need to know the English alphabet perfectly.For words with more than one meaning you should  choose  one  

makes more  sense in the context; checking the  spelling and pronunciation are others facilities that  a dictionary 

offers..Also to check the plural of a noun , part of speech , or past tense  of a verb, a dictionary is 

helpful.Likewise , adictionary provides readers with synonym or antonym,collocations, and grammatical 

information  about a word too.In sum,learning a new language is fun by  the use of a dictionary. 

37.What is a dictionary?.  

38.What can we check in a dictionary?meaning-spelling-pronunciation-plural of a noun,....... 

39."one" in line "1" refers to…..  .    a) language       b)tool          c) meaning            d)dictionary 

40) which one is closest meaning to " look up " in line "2"? 

a)listen            b)search for                  c)write            d) figure ou  

B.True or False 
41.Dictionary offers only one meaning for a word..                                   True ☐        False☒ 

42.An important tool for learning  a language is a dictionary..                    True☒   False☐ 
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